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Abstract: This article investigates the applicability of blue ocean strategy in regard to low-cost airlines 
in the civil airline industry. To do so, the commercial offers of selected airlines were compared to vali-
date any attempts to apply the blue ocean strategy concept. This is followed by examining the time lim-
itation of the concept in a competitive environment and is illustrated by the changes in the industry 
for the past 30 years and a comparison of offers from similar companies. The third issue is the evalua-
tion of the further contribution of blue ocean strategy when it is recognized as time-limited. The im-
portance of first-mover advantage, which could be based on the ability to capture an economy of scale 
and advantageously shape the market, is also discussed. 
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1 Introduction 
 
Air transport experienced dynamic growth in the 
second half of the twentieth century, which contin-
ued into the early twenty-first century and still re-
mains a dynamically developing industry today 
(Doganis, 2006; Wensveen, 2012; ICAO, 2016). 
The sharp increase in the distances and the volume 
of passengers were positively affected by the gradual 
deregulation of this sector (Doganis, 2006; Fu, Oum 
and Zhang, 2010; Žabokrtský, 2011). A major con-
sequence was the increased cost-effectiveness 
of carriers because of optimizing the price strategy 
and the transport links network associated with in-
creased competition (Fu et al., 2010).  

Although the greater competition has increased the 
availability of this service, it has also led to more 
intense rivalry and thus lower profitability of the 
sector (Porter, 2008). During this time, many new 
companies emerged. For the purposes of this article, 
we divide them according to the nature of the prod-
uct and how the transport is organized. We chose 
two major types of airlines: a traditional airline offer-
ing a complete package of services and a wide range 
of available destinations and a charter airline focused 
on complex groups, which is mainly used by travel 
agencies as a part of their service (Reichmuth, 2008; 

Bonsor, 2001; Doganis, 2006). In Europe, the situa-
tion began to change with the emergence of Ryanair 
in 1985 when it entered the European market with 
a low-cost airline concept (Barrett, 2004; Thomas, 
2013; Ryanair, 2015a). In terms of the nature of the 
product offered, the company’s approach is consid-
ered to be the blue ocean strategy (Štverková, 
Červinka and Humlová, 2012).  

The purpose of this article is to verify this classifica-
tion at the time of the company’s entry into the mar-
ket and the second topic is to verify the limited time 
validity of this strategy. From this aspect, the last 
goal is to assess the further development of the busi-
ness once the blue ocean strategy effect has vanished 
and to discuss the importance of the first-mover ad-
vantage. This could be, for example, the ability 
to capture an economy of scale and shape the market 
in an advantageous way (Hill and Hult, 2016). 

 
2 Theoretical background 
 
Competitiveness and competitive struggle are as old 
as business itself. The strategy is not a new phenom-
enon in terms of the typology of individual strategic 
approaches (Ansoff, 1957; Johnson, Whittington, 
Scholes, Regnér and Angwin, 2014; Miles and 
Snow, 1978; Porter, 2008; Porter, 1998) and others 
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nor in terms of the impact of the changes on the 
competitive environment (Zhang, Peek, Pikas; Lee, 
2016; Dagnino and Padula, 2002). There is an obvi-
ous growth in the dynamics of such changes result-
ing from technological changes, the globalization 
of the business environment, and hypercompetition. 
The increasing dynamics of the environment influ-
ences the ability to react to changes and the mean-
ingfulness of the long-term strategy development 
(Heijden, 2006). However, the basic idea of a strate-
gic approach remains to gain a competitive ad-
vantage (Carpenter and Sanders, 2008) as a pre-
requisite for competitiveness and economic success. 

One of the most widespread approaches to business-
level strategy is still considered to be Porter's Gener-
ic Strategies (Porter, 1998), a concept based on the 
two main directions: product differentiation and low-
cost strategy. In 2005, W. Chan Kim and Renna 
Mauborg published their work entitled Blue Ocean 
Strategy (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005a), which intro-
duced a different view of the issue. The authors 
claim that this is not just another approach to com-
pete for existing customers as the key aim is to create 
a new sovereign market space, which enables the 
organization to escape from a direct fight with exist-
ing competitors in the so-called red ocean. The main 
aim is to create a new demand generated by noncus-
tomers who have not yet used the product using 
a systematic combination of differentiation and low-
cost strategies. 

However, the work and originality of the concept 
have been widely criticized by pointing out that 
it only develops previously published topics (Rao, 
2007), such as disruptive innovation changing the 
essence of competitive struggle (Bower and Chris-
tensen, 1995) or new marketing space formulated by 
Prahalad and Hamel (1990). Blue ocean strategy 
completely neglects a number of other aspects, such 
as possible market risks. What happens if others are 
developing the same idea at the same time? What 
happens if the strategy goes too far to overcome 
the company's competencies? Or simply, what if the 
blue ocean is not ultimately blue and there are 
no fish that can be caught (Kraaijenbrink, 2012)? 
There are also polar opinions (Rao, 2007) that com-
pletely reject any benefit of the concept. On the other 
hand, it cannot be denied that the topics discussed 

are linked through an appealing metaphor to an at-
tractive marketing concept (Simister, 2011). 

According to Kim and Mauborgne (2005a, 2005b), 
the key contribution of this approach is the definition 
of six principles leading to the formulation and im-
plementation of the strategy. The key points are 
to create a current market strategy image that will 
allow the expansion of existing market boundaries 
and the discovery of common characteristics of non-
customers. The tool for realization is to find a new 
value curve using four steps that transform the cur-
rent competitive model. This concept is criticized for 
its retrospection and is deconstructed in its applica-
bility to uncover the new and real blue ocean. Si-
mister (2011) states that the authors of the strategy 
look back through "blue glasses" to find successful 
companies to apply their rules and that the theory 
lacks a predictive character and only uses the tools 
to display successful historical examples (Rao, 
2007). This critique is followed by a critical study 
(Kampa, Cziulik, and Amodio, 2012) stating the 
absence of a clear link between the formulation 
and implementation of blue ocean strategy. Howev-
er, our goal is not to create a new strategy or evaluate 
whether the method can be used to create a blue 
ocean. In addition, Ryanair launched its strategy long 
before the blue ocean strategy concept was pub-
lished, so the retrospective use of tools does not con-
tradict our aims. 

In the late twentieth century, the hub and spoke net-
work business model used by large airlines stabilized 
as a major business model in passenger air transport. 
The advantages of the model are the ability to serve 
a dense network of airports to provide passengers 
with a point-to-point transfer from point A to point B 
and to ensure that they move along the entire intend-
ed route under the auspices of a single transport 
company. Traditional airlines also rely on providing 
their customers with a complete package of services 
both before and during the flight (Bonsor, 2001; 
Doganis, 2006; Reichmuth, 2008; Wensveen, 2012). 
Charter airlines were created to meet the demand 
from travel agencies and concurrently represent 
a 30% share of intra-European civil air transport 
(Doganis, 2006). From a methodical point of view, 
it is particularly important that the offers of the two 
major groups of carriers were unified at the end 
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of the twentieth century (Reichmuth, 2008). The rise 
of low-cost air carriers has shifted the balance 
of power on the European civil airline market. 
An overview of the share of individual types of air-
lines in the European market in 1992 and 2015 
is provided in Fig. 1.  

A low-cost strategy is considered to be the one that 
works with low operating costs, or at least a lower 
cost than is common among its competitors, thus 
enabling it to become the price leader in the market 
(Barrett, 2004; Macário et al., 2007; Porter, 2008). 

However, the Ryanair concept is seen as a more 
complex change than just Porter’s low-cost generic 
strategy (Štverková et al., 2012).  

The basis for success can be observed in the shift 
from the traditional business model commonly used 
by airlines towards a differentiated no-frills product 
offer with limited or no additional services that ena-
ble to sell cheap air tickets without the loss of cus-
tomer satisfaction (Doganis, 2006; Reichmuth, 
2008). 

Figure 1. Evolution of the supply of scheduled seats for the period 1992–2015  
(Source: European Commission, 2015) 

 
3 Research objective and methodology 
 
The specification of Ryanair's low-cost strategy as 
a blue ocean strategy is directly self-justified even 
though the concept was not formulated at the time 
of Ryanair’s entry into the market. Štverková et al. 
(2012) apply this thesis but do not verify the classifi-
cation in more detail, which is why the first aim 
of this work is to verify this idea using blue ocean 
strategy characteristics (Kim and Mauborgne, 
2005a).  

The competition has grown in this segment because 
of the entry of other companies into the industry 
segment along with the changes in the traditional 
carriers’ business models (Reichmuth, 2008; 
Wensveen, 2012), thereby indicating the time limita-
tion of the blue ocean strategy concept, which is the 
second topic of this article. In response, Ryanair 
is gradually changing its business model and extend-
ing its operations to the main airports it has previous-
ly avoided. The reason for these steps is the limited 
opportunity for further demand growth in the current 

segment, because of competition and the weakening 
of the purchasing power of cost-sensitive customers 
as a result of economic stagnation in Europe (Mac-
namara, 2010; Cauchi, 2013; Wall, 2016). Can the 
blue ocean strategy affect the future competitiveness 
of company because of the first-mover advantage 
for example? This is the third key point in this arti-
cle. 

 
3.1 Research questions 
 
The relevant research questions are 

Q1. Does the low-cost strategy applied by Ryanair 
fulfill the specifics of blue ocean strategy? 

Q2. Can we currently refer to blue ocean strategy 
in the case of Ryanair or is the validity of the strate-
gy limited by the entrance of other competitors? 

Q3. Can the blue ocean strategy play a positive role 
by creating the first-mover advantage in a new indus-
try segment? 
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3.2 Methodology 
 
The main subject of the survey is the Irish low-cost 
airline Ryanair, which began to write the history 
of low-cost transport in Europe in 1990. The first 
research question examines whether Ryanair's strate-
gy in the 1990s is in line with blue ocean strategy. 
To do this, the analytical tools and system frame-
works developed by the blue ocean strategy authors’, 
Kim and Mauborgne (2005a), are used to classify 
Ryanair’s strategy. 

The first step is to create an image of the strategy, 
that is, a graph of value curves. In the language 
of the blue ocean strategy authors’ Kim and 
Mauborgne (2005a), European airlines in the early 
1990s competed in a red ocean. The boundaries 
of the civil aviation industry had been firmly de-
fined, the rules of competitive combat are clear, and 
the market is consolidated (Reichmuth, 2008; 
Wensveen, 2012). On this basis, the following sim-
plistic assumption was made: traditional airlines 
in Europe formed an outwardly homogeneous group 
as the standard was set and the business models did 
not differ significantly.  

The same was assumed for charter airlines. Repre-
sentatives were selected from both the airline catego-
ries, namely, British Airways as the representative 
for traditional carriers and Thomson Airways as the 
representative for charter companies. We are aware 
of the limitations of this simplification but believe 
that because of the previously mentioned consolida-
tion of the industry, it does not have a significant 
impact on the resulting image of the strategy. 

Two value curves, one for British Airways and the 
other for Thomson Airways, were compiled as the 
image of the strategy. A set of indicators represent-
ing the essence of competitive behavior in European 
civil aviation before the arrival of low-cost airlines 
is presented on the X-axis (Reichmuth, 2008; 
Wensveen, 2012) and includes 

 Offer of a loyalty program, 

 Offer of differentiated travel classes, 

 Onboard services included in the ticket price, 

 Luggage weight included in the ticket price, 

 Onboard atmosphere and comfort, 

 Time accuracy. 

The values representing the level of supply provided 
to customers are shown on the Y-axis. The assess-
ment is quantified using a 0- to 5-point scale rating 
to ensure the validity of this approach and to limit 
a subjective view influence. Zero points indicate that 
the company does not address this factor at all, 
1 point is a very low level of factor fulfillment, 
and 5 points is the highest possible level of fulfill-
ment. Values are assigned based on the information 
from the following sources: the level of the loyalty 
programs offered, travel class offers, and the 
checked-in luggage offer are compared to the best 
offer provided by the best airlines in the world. The 
source of the data is the websites and annual reports 
of individual companies. The onboard atmosphere 
and comfort ratings are based on secondary data, the 
market research results are from the UK independent 
consumer organization “Which?,” while the infor-
mation on airline time accuracy is from the US 
FlightStats analysis. 

The second step is based on the application of the 
system framework of four active measures in order 
to consider alternative options of customer value. 
By comparing company business models, potential 
change factors are identified and compared to Rya-
nair's strategy. Subsequently, the results are integrat-
ed into a strategy image to show whether Ryanair 
has created a blue ocean. The frequently criticized 

weak point of the model  the lack of prescription 

ability  does not affect our results because of a con-
scious retrospective view of Ryanair strategy. 

To answer the second question of whether the validi-
ty of the blue ocean strategy is time limited, 
it is observed if Ryanair has remained alone on the 
market. If more than one company uses a similar 
strategy, then blue ocean ceases to be the case. 

As a source for monitoring the growth of low-cost 
carriers, the International Civil Aviation Organiza-
tion (ICAO) report on low-cost airlines and special-
ized Internet search engines for low-cost flights 
across Europe were used. The limitation of this at-
tempt results from a subjective classification that the 
company uses a low-cost strategy and from the as-
sumption that as such, these companies represent 
the European low-cost airline industry segment. 
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A critical approach used to classify companies into 
that category may cause lower numbers of direct 
competitors to be considered. New value curves are 
created for selected competitors and compared to the 
Ryanair value curve. The principle of creating value 
curves is analogous to that applied in previous cases. 
The comparison included easyJet, which was Rya-
nair's first major competitor in the mid-1990s and 
which has a significant position on the current low-
cost airline market in Europe, and the Hungarian 
company Wizz Air, which started a decade later 
and represents strong competition on the Central 
and Eastern European market. We assume a strong 
similarity in the offers from this group of carriers 
(Reichmuth, 2008; Barrett, 2011; Mills, 2016). 
The sources of information were the companies’ 
websites, annual reports, and the market analyses 
of the UK independent consumer organization 
“Which?” and the US FlightStats. 

The third question addresses the topic of the compa-
ny's further presence on the market, which has be-
come highly competitive. In order to assess the 
competitive position of the company, the market 
shares and profits of the companies operating on this 
market segment are compared. The sources of infor-
mation were the companies’ websites and annual 
reports. 

 
4 Results and discussion 
 
Q 1: Validation of blue ocean strategy 

The first topic is to determine the image of the pre-
vailing strategy in the industry before the start-up 
of low-cost airlines. The first step is to determine the 
customer value of each factor by using a scale from 
0–5 points. 

 Loyalty programs 

To assess the level of the loyalty club offered 
by British Airways, called the British Airways Exec-
utive Club (British Airways, 2017e), a comparison 
was made with the three airlines ranked among the 
best in the world, which determines the quality 
standard according to the international organization 
(Skytrax, 2016a).  

The latest research ran from August 2015 to May 
2016 and covered more than 280 airlines. More than 

19 million questionnaires were completed, measur-
ing 41 key indicators (Skytrax, 2016b). The Emirates 
Airline, Qatar Airways, and Singapore Airlines 
ranked consistently high (Zhang, 2017) and their 
loyalty programs were compared to the British Air-
ways Executive Club. Airline loyalty programs are 
based either on miles flown or on customer's money, 
which is reflected by the points earned (The Luxury 
Travel Expert, 2015). Emirates Skywards and 
KrisFlyer belonging to Singapore Airlines use 
the first system while Qatar Airways Privilege Club 
and British Airways Executive Club use the second. 

Owing to the unequal scale, it is not obvious at first 
glance to see how difficult it is to qualify for each 
type. Using the calculators available on these com-
panies’ websites, a return flight in economy class 
from London to Dubai was chosen for a passenger 
with basic loyalty membership types of blue at Brit-
ish Airways, burgundy at Qatar Airways, blue 
at Emirates, and KrisFlyer at Singapore Airlines. 
Subsequently, it was recalculated how many of these 
flights are needed to qualify for a higher level 
of membership. The result is shown in Table 1.  

The most difficult shift between the membership 
levels is for the Emirates Skywards members who 
would have to travel six times and who earn the least 
bonus miles on this flight followed by Singapore 
Airlines' KrisFlyer with four routes. However, 
it should be noted that the benefits of KF Silver Elite 
membership do not match the level of other airlines 
and the relevant offer is offered by KF Gold Elite 
(Singapore Airlines, 2017a; 2017b). British Airways 
and Qatar Airways showed to be comparable in the 
test (Oneworld Alliance, 2017). 

The British Airways Bronze Club handicap is that, 
unlike Silver Clubs, Qatar Airways and Emirates, 
it lacks some benefits, for example, there is no extra 
weight limit for checked-in luggage and no access 
to the airport lounges to those members of the 
Bronze Club who are first class and business class 
passengers. Alternatively, the benefits of British 
Airways Silver Club correspond better to the Qatar 
Airways and Emirates Gold clubs (British Airways, 
2017g; Emirates, 2017a; Qatar Airways, 2017a). 
This is why individual memberships were compared 
to these levels. 
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Table 1. A comparison of the points or miles earned on the London to Dubai return route  
(Source: British Airways, 2017f; Emirates, 2017c; Qatar Airways, 2017b; Singapore Airlines, 2017c) 

Club name Membership type Travel class Number of trips Club Miles collected 

 BA EC  Blue  EC Flexible 3 6960 miles 

 QA PC  Burgundy  EC Flexi 3 6806 miles 

 E SW  Blue  EC Flex 6 4200 miles 

 KF   KrisFlyer  EC 4 6834 miles 

Note: BA EC, British Airways Executive Club; QA PC, Qatar Airways Privilege Club; E SW, Emirates Skywards; 
KF = KrisFlyer; EC, Economy Class. 

 
The previous comparison shows the high level of the 
British Airways (BA) Executive Club, which also 
supports the results of the poll of Business Traveller 
readers and certified by an independent audit firm. 
The BA Executive Club has traditionally won the 
best loyalty program from 2006 to 2016, a period 
where the results are traceable (Otley, 2016; British 
Airways, 2017d). The disadvantage is the relatively 
high fuel surcharges applied to flights realized 
by loyalty points with British Airways compared 
to other airlines' loyalty clubs (Johnson, 2015). 
On the basis of the previous findings, British Air-
ways was subjectively assigned a score of 4.5 points. 

The rating of Thomson Airways was very simple, 
as no comparable loyalty club was offered, so a rat-
ing of 0 was awarded. 

 Travel classes 

Another factor is the offer and quality of travel clas-
ses. The British Airways offer was compared with 
the Emirates, Qatar Airways, and Singapore Airlines 
again. As a benchmark, the results of the previously 
mentioned Business Traveller Awards were used. 
Singapore Airlines was the most successful because 
it came first in the economy category and second 
in the first and business classes. Emirates was first 
in the first class, second in the economy, and third 
in the business classes. Qatar Airways came first 
in the business class while British Airways came 
third in the first and premium economy categories 
(Otley, 2016). 

For further objectification, the results of the airlines 
ranking published by The Telegraph were also taken 
into account, which was based on questionnaires 
completed by passengers from around the world 

on AirlineRatings.com. The results confirmed Sin-
gapore Airlines' high-end travel offer, as it held 
on to its top three spot in this survey. British Air-
ways was seventh in the first class and ranked tenth 
in the premium economy category (Kim, 2016). The 
British Airways value curve in the strategy image for 
the travel class factor obtained a 4.5 score. 

Thomson Airways does not offer a travel class, 
so it again received a rating of 0. 

 Onboard services included in the ticket price 

The scores for this factor were based on a market 
survey by the UK independent consumer organiza-
tion, “Which?” set up in 1957; the organization tests 
products and services to improve consumer aware-
ness and facilitate their market orientation (Which?, 
2017c). The results of the annual airline survey each 
October involves thousands of airport passengers 
across the United Kingdom and are published the 
following January (Which?, 2017b). 

The evaluation of onboard refreshments and enter-
tainment from the four most recently available re-
views were used. Passengers assess the level 
of service provided by awarding between 1 and 
5 stars. Using the same rating scale, we used the 
results directly and did not assume a 0 rating because 
all companies offer various onboard services.  

The rating of British Airways and Thomson Air-
ways, including the number of completed question-
naires, is summarized in Table 2. The respondents 
rated the refreshment level of British Airways as 
3 stars and Thomson Airways as 1.8 stars, both cal-
culated as a weighted average rounded to one deci-
mal place, where the weights were the numbers 
of completed questionnaires. 
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Table 2. Evaluation of the refreshment level and number of completed questionnaires  
(Source: Which?, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017a) 

Company 2017 2015 2014 2013 Average 

British Airways ** 1,084 *** 983 **** 1,341 *** 781 3 points 

Thomson Airways * 567 *** 708 ** 866 * 597 1.8 points 

Note: The last column shows the average score of the airline for the reference period; the points are the equivalent 
of stars 

 
The level of onboard entertainment was monitored 
by a survey conducted in October 2014 and pub-
lished in January 2015. Almost a thousand respond-
ents rated the level of British Airways onboard 
entertainment as 4 stars. Thomson Airways were 
awarded 2 stars less based on the responses of more 
than 700 hundred respondents (Which?, 2014). Both 
aspects were combined into one factor: the onboard 
services included in the ticket price. British Airways 
achieved an average of 3.5 points and Thomson 
Airways 1.9 points. 

 Luggage weight included in the ticket price 

The luggage weight limits of British Airways and 
Thomson Airways were compared to that of the 
Emirates, Qatar Airways, and Singapore Airlines. 
The traditional airlines differentiate the weight limits 
according to the travel class. Economy class was 
selected for comparison, and Emirates, Qatar Air-
ways, and Singapore Airlines have a weight limit 
of 30 kg per passenger. British Airways passengers 
can have luggage of up to 23 kg in economy class 
at no extra charge, and Thomson Airways passengers 

can have luggage of up to 15 kg. A simple ratio was 
used to create the rating scale where 30 kg represents 
5 points. British Airways achieved 3.8 points and 
Thomson Airways 2.5 points. 

 Onboard atmosphere and comfort 

The assessment of the onboard atmosphere and com-
fort is based on the results of the market survey con-
ducted by “Which?” again (Table 3; Which?, 
2017b). The onboard atmosphere criterion includes 
the overall cabin environment, that is, cleanliness, 
light, temperature, and equipment quality. Comfort 
means seating comfort, legroom, and seat bias. 
In research published in 2013, both characteristics 
were assessed globally, and since 2014, these have 
been monitored separately. The results for individual 
years were used to calculate the average level 
of onboard atmosphere and comfort, using the 
weighted average where the weights were the num-
bers of completed questionnaires. British Airways’ 
rating was rounded to 3.6 points on a 5-point rating 
scale. Thomson Airways achieved a level of 2.5 
points. 

Table 3. Assessment of the onboard comfort and atmosphere  
(Source: Which?, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017a) 

Year 
British Airways Thomson Airways 

Atmosphere Comfort Atmosphere Comfort 

2017 *** *** *** ** 

2015 **** *** *** *** 

2014 **** **** *** ** 

2013 **** ** 

 

 Time accuracy 

An aircraft flies on time unless it is delayed by more 
than 15 minutes according to generally accepted 

industry standards (Booz & Hamilton, 2001). Air-
lines and airports typically publish the percentage 
of accurate flights. The data on the time accuracy 
of British Airways are taken from their annual re-
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ports (British Airways, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016a, 
2017c). The data of Thomson Airways are collected 
from Flightontime.info, which conducted a detailed 
analysis of time delays at 24 major airports in the 
United Kingdom since 2003 using the data provided 
by the British Civil Aviation Authority (Flighton-
time, 2017). As the server analyses only the UK 
airports, it is not applicable to all British Airways 

flights and the data do not match the company's 
overall results published in the annual reports.  

In the case of the Thomson Airways charter airline, 
all its links connect a variety of destinations solely to 
the UK airports so the information is relevant.  

The accuracy of information of both the airlines from 
2011 to 2015 is shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. Time accuracy of selected airlines  
(Source: British Airways, 2016b; Flightontime, 2015; Ryanair, 2017c; Wizz Air, 2016) 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Average 

 British Airways 83% 79% 76% 79% 78% 79% 

 Thomson Airways 77% 81% 79% 74% 72% 76% 

 easyJet 84% 87% 88% 87% 82% 86% 

 Wizz Air     84% 84% 

Note: Data is rounded to a full percentage. 

 
Accuracy for all flights is impossible, so the bench-
mark has been based on the list of the most and the 
less accurate airlines in the world, according 
to FlightStats (2017). The best airlines had just be-
low 90% and the worst had only 30% accuracy 
(Plush, 2017). These data were used as the upper 
and lower limits of the rating scale. Airline compa-
nies were awarded 0 points for accuracy of 30% or 
less and those with 90% accuracy were awarded 5 
points. The differences between points were 12%. 
On the basis of this method, British Airways re-
ceived 4 points and Thomson Airways received 3.8 
points. 

British Airways and Thomson Airways value curves 
were compiled from these figures and represent 
a basic aviation strategy image of the civil airways 
in Europe before the arrival of low-cost air carriers. 
Figure 2 illustrates the strategic profiles of traditional 
airlines, represented by British Airways, and the 
charter airlines represented by Thomson Airways. 
The British Airways value curve suggests a differen-
tiation strategy, whereas the shape of the Thomson 
Airways curve suggests a low-cost strategy (Porter, 
1998). However, the important result is that both 
curves have a similar basic shape and that the strate-
gies of both airlines vary only in the different level 
of service. 

To create a blue ocean, it is necessary to change 
strategic thinking and reassemble the set of factors 
offered to the customer. Be aware of what the current 
customer really requires and what would attract cur-
rent noncustomers using other forms of transport. 
For a new definition of the problem and an outline 
of the strategic profile of the service, a system 
framework of four active measures was used (Kim 
and Mauborgne, 2005a). 

To create a blue ocean, Ryanair could have theoreti-
cally answered the four basic questions mentioned 
in the theoretical background. The first question 
seeks to identify the factors that are considered 
to be standard in the sector but should be discarded 
(Kim and Mauborgne, 2005a;  2009). For Ryanair, 
such a factor was the loyalty program offer. 
The company was convinced of this in 1988–1989 
when it was operating as a regional airline but soon 
closed the program (Ryanair, 2015a).  

The system of travel classes with respect to a homo-
geneous fleet, an attempt to maximize onboard ca-
pacity, and the pricing policy of the low-cost airline 
all met a similar fate. Another factor that Ryanair 
apparently considered undesirable for short-haul 
destinations was the onboard services offer. 
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The second question concerned factors that would 
have been appropriate at a significantly lower level 
(Kim and Mauborgne, 2005a). As such, the factor for 
onboard atmosphere and comfort were assessed. 
Perfect cleanliness on board is difficult to achieve 
in the short time between two flights, so the compa-
ny exchanged the traditional padded seats for leath-
erette seats that can be cleaned in a shorter time. The 
level of comfort was also reduced when Ryanair 
added another row of seats. Ryanair's last lowered 
factor was a limit on the luggage included in the 
ticket price, with only 10 kg hand baggage permitted 
(Ryanair, 2017a). 

The third question addressed the discovery of factors 
that should be raised (Kim and Mauborgne, 2005a). 
Air transport is the fastest form of transport that 
is inconsistent with frequent delays and has addition-
al time costs resulting from the time needed to get 
to the airport, pass through various checks, and 
so on. Ryanair focuses on increasing the percentage 
of flights without delay and is presented as the most 
reliable airline in Europe (Ryanair, 2017c). 

The most creative answer required the last question 
concerning the factors that should be created as the 
existing industries did not address them and should 
become a new source of customer value (Kim and 
Mauborgne, 2005a). The answer is based on how 
Ryanair presents itself externally and what distin-
guishes it from British Airways and Thomson Air-
ways and other traditional and charter airlines. 
This is in the price of flights and Ryanair presents 
itself as an airline with low ticket prices (Ryanair, 
2015a). As a further factor, the company created 
a wider range of destinations. Charter airlines are 
limited to certain destinations and the offer of tradi-
tional airlines is varied but limited to the main air-
ports in the given areas. Ryanair focuses solely 
on Europe and covers as many smaller secondary 
airports as possible. 

 Ryanair's images of strategies 

To create an image of the new strategy, Ryanair was 
assigned a score for the original factors, and the 
score for the new factors was allocated to all three 
companies. The scores for the first four factors were 
unambiguous as Ryanair has discarded these factors 
and, therefore, earned minimal value. For onboard 

atmosphere and comfort, the same analogical method 
was used when assessing British Airways and Thom-
son Airways with the results based on the market 
survey conducted by Which?. The company did not 
achieve more than two stars over the reviewed time 
horizon and scored just one star for comfort in 2017 
(Which?, 2014, 2014, 2014, 2017a). Another factor 
was time accuracy. The data were collected from the 
website (Ryanair, 2017c). The same metric was 
again used for assessment, and Ryanair received 
5 points for 90% accuracy. 

A scope of destinations evaluation was based on the 
search of individual airlines' websites. First, the of-
fers of the companies, previously used to set 
a benchmark for the supply level of the previous 
factors, were assessed. Both Emirates and Qatar 
Airways fly to approximately 150 global destinations 
(Emirates, 2017b; Qatar Airways, 2017c). Then, 
the offers of three leading European airlines were 
taken into account to set a benchmark for the com-
mon scope of European destinations. Lufthansa flies 
to 113 destinations across Europe; Air France and 
KLM to more than 50 European destinations (Air-
France, 2017; KLM, 2017; Lufthansa, 2017b); Brit-
ish Airways' offer includes 106 European 
destinations in 31 countries (British Airways, 
2017b); Thomson Airways flies to 63 destinations in 
9 European countries (Thomson, 2017); Ryanair 
connects 184 European destinations in the 31 states 
(Ryanair, 2015a). Again, to compare and confirm 
an adequate level of the rating scale, the number 
of destinations offered by the second largest low-cost 
airline, easyJet, which has lines connecting 123 des-
tinations in 27 European countries (easyJet, 2017b), 
was taken into account. Ryanair offers the widest 
range of destinations and scored 5 points; the number 
of destinations thus formed the upper limit of the 
rating scale. The nearby points then differ for the 37 
destinations. Therefore, British Airways achieved 2.9 
points and Thomson Airways 1.7 points. 

The level of attractiveness of the prize was obtained 
by comparing the price of tickets for a specific route 
on the same date. Return flights from London 
to Prague, Dublin, and Rome were scheduled from 
September 4 to 8, 2017. Thomson Airways was not 
included as it is a charter airline offering specific 
service packages so the comparison would be irrele-
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vant. At present, the company has also started to sell 
air tickets but in the 1990s, this was not a common 
practice. Ticket prices in EUR for British Airways 

(economy class) and Ryanair are summarized 
in Table 5. 

Table 5. Ticket prices for British Airways, Ryanair, train, and bus on selected routes  
(Source: British Airways, 2017a; Checkmybus, 2017; GoEuro, 2017; Ryanair, 2017b; Voyages-sncf, 2017) 

Return ticket from London to British Airways Ryanair Train Bus 

 Prague 798.0 67.8 285.0 71.0 

 Dublin 564.3 68.9 98.3 88.7 

 Roma 892.5 92.6 420.0 260.0 

Note: Ticket prices from April 7, 2017, when tracking took place. The train ticket represents a combined price 
of several companies as none offer the connection by itself. The bus ticket represents the usual price offered by several 
carriers. 

 

As Ryanair also targeted noncustomers, other forms 
of public transport were taken into account. The train 
connection between London and Prague was offered 
by Trainline platform. The return ticket would cost 
€285, although the prices of different connections 
vary significantly. The one-way ticket price ranges 
from €104 to €496, with an average travel time 
of around 19 hours and 20 minutes (Trainline, 2017). 
The bus ride takes a similar time and the return line 

from Prague to London is €71 with the Student 
Agency (Student Agency, 2017; Trainline, 2017). 
A similar situation occurs on the London – Dublin 
and London – Rome line. Owing to the price-to-
travel time ratio, Ryanair achieved 5 points on the 
rating scale. British Airways, compared to the prices 
of other forms of transport, but especially when 
compared to a low-cost rival, achieved 1 point. 

 

 

Figure 2. The image of the European aviation industry strategy after the arrival of low-cost airlines 
(Source: own construct) 

 
Fig. 2 shows that Ryanair's value curve is completely 
different to potential competitors. Obviously, there is 
a very different shape to this curve, which suggests 
that Ryanair has discovered the sovereign market 

space. The success of Ryanair’s blue ocean strategy 
can be demonstrated, for example, when comparing 
the number of passengers. Fig. 3 shows a comparison 
of Ryanair with British Airways. 
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Figure 3. The image of the European aviation industry strategy after the arrival of low-cost airlines  
(Source: British Airways, 2013; 2017c; Ryanair, 2015a; 2016) 

 
Q2. Can we currently refer to blue ocean strategy 
in the case of Ryanair or is the validity of the 
strategy limited by the entrance of other competi-
tors? 

As the theory shows, if competitors begin to appear 
in the blue ocean, the ocean will begin to stain red 

(Kim and Mauborgne, 2005a). Airlines with a simi-
lar business model can be considered as competitors 
to Ryanair. Since the transformation of Ryanair into 
a low-cost airline, similar companies entered the 
market after just two years. An overview of the 
emergence of new competitors is presented in Fig. 4. 

 

 

Figure 4. An overview of the emergence of new low-cost airlines in Europe between 1990 and 2013  
(Source: ICAO, 2014) 

 
Ryanair strategy has been compared to the strategy 
of selected competitors, easyJet and Wizz Air. 
To create a new strategy image, the factor values 
were set the same as in the previous question. Loyal-
ty programs, travel class systems, onboard service 
and refreshments, and luggage included in the ticket 
price were rated zero. The average score of the 
onboard atmosphere factor and comfort was again 
based on the ratings of “Which?”. easyJet achieved 
2.9 and Wizz Air 2.8 points. 

easyJet's time accuracy data was taken from Rya-
nair's website because easyJet does not regularly 

publish statistics. Wizz Air also does not publish 
these data on a regular basis and, unfortunately, nei-
ther does anyone else, so only data for 2015 were 
available. As no further data were obtained, this 
number was taken as the average level, which reduc-
es the validity. An analogous procedure to determine 
the score as in the previous value curve was used. 
easyJet achieved a flight accuracy level of 4.6 points 
and Wizz Air 4.5 points. 

The destination offers from both companies were 
taken from their websites. easyJet connects 123 des-
tinations in 27 European countries (easyJet, 2017b) 
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and Wizz Air connects 127 destination in 34 coun-
tries (Wizz Air, 2017b), which corresponds to 
a score of 3.4 points for easyJet while Wizz Air was 
slightly more successful with 3.5 points. 

On the basis of a price comparison of three destina-
tion flights using the abovementioned methodology, 

easyJet received 4.9, 4.8, and 4.8 points and Wizz 
Air 4.8, 4.9, and 4.9 points using the average. The 
strategy image is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. The image of selected European low-cost airlines value strategy  
(Source: own construct) 

 

The structure of the easyJet and Wizz Air offers 
is almost the same in all observed aspects, so the 
value curves are almost identical. The biggest differ-
ence is obvious in the case of the number of destina-
tions, which may be influenced by the size of the 
companies. The question remains whether a shift 
to the red ocean is inevitable. This is a topic for fur-
ther surveys where a larger number of industries 
should be tested. Basic reasoning suggests that 
if a new concept appears to be effective, it will at-
tract imitators. An exception may be caused by 
the creation of sufficient barriers to entry or exhaust-
ed market potential. 

Q3. Can blue ocean strategy play a positive role 
by creating the first-mover advantage in a new 
industry segment? 

Data from the report by the International Civil Avia-
tion Organisation (ICAO, 2014) were modified by 
removing those companies that could not be regard-
ed as low cost. From the 62 companies established 
since 1990, 43 have now ceased their activities.  

This means that in October 2014, when the docu-
ment was created, only 19 low-cost carriers from the 
initial list were operating. The list of current Europe-
an low-cost airlines based on the ICAO inventory 
and on the information provided by website searches 
for low-cost flights across Europe shows 17 airlines 
that can be classified as low-cost airlines. This list 
may not be complete but all major companies are 
included.  

The sum of the passengers transported by these com-
panies in 2016 was used as the approximate volume 
of European low-cost air transport, as these low-cost 
airlines carried more than 321,864 million passen-
gers in 2016. Figure 6 provides an overview of the 
share of individual carriers in 2016.  

We failed to obtain data for Blu-express, Iberia Ex-
press, and Volotea, which slightly distorts the results. 
Current data for Transavia and Vueling were una-
vailable, so older data had to be used; 2015 data for 
Transavia  and 2014 data for Vueling. 
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Figure 6. Market share of individual European low-cost airlines  
(Source: airBaltic, 2017; CTK, 2017; easyJet, 2017a; ICELAND MAGAZINE, 2017; Lufthansa, 2017a; Norwegian 

Air, 2017; Ryanair, 2017d; Stefan, 2017; Transavia, 2016; UK CAA, 2017; Vueling, 2017; Wizz Air, 2017a) 
 

The blue ocean discoverer, Ryanair, continues 
to hold the dominant market share reaching 36% and 
serves a larger segment of the market than the 12 
remaining smaller players (not including easyJet 
and Norwegian). Ryanair also has a more dominant 
position than easyJet and Norwegian, as they cover 
32% of the market together. This result, together 
with the steady but constant growth of the low-cost 
airline industry segment (Figure 1), shows the domi-

nant position of Ryanair in the industry segment. 
Although the blue ocean strategy had limited dura-
tion, there is nothing to indicate that Ryanair would 
be endangered by the entry of competitors, as illus-
trated in Figure 7, which depicts the development 
of Ryanair's profits between 2010 and 2016 in com-
parison with its three biggest competitors (Ryanair, 
2016). 

 

 

Figure 7. Profits of selected Airlines in 2010–2016 in million EUR  
(Source: easyJet, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016; Morningstar, 2017; Norwegian Air, 2010, 2011, 2012, 

2013, 2014, 2015, 2016; Ryanair, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015b, 2016; Wizz Air, 2015, 2016) 
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5 Conclusion 
 
Although blue ocean strategy was not consciously 
used when Ryanair's business model was developed 
because the idea was actually published several years 
later, it is clear from our analysis that the idea of the 
strategy was fulfilled. When creating a new strategy, 
the whole concept of the service offered was clearly 
changed, as showed by the new shape of the value 
curve characterizing the basic features of the newly 
formulated business offer. The lifetime of this strate-
gy is clearly limited, as evidenced by the rapid 
growth of competitors who follow a very similar 
strategy and have gradually gained a significant 
market position. The significant similarity is again 
evident from the comparison of the commercial of-
fers of selected competitors. The weaker aspect 
of the chosen approach is that only selected industry 
representatives were involved in the research, as the 
authors relied on the considerable homogeneity 
of the offers of individual competitor groups in the 
sector (Doganis, 2006; Wensveen, 2012). Despite the 
stated homogeneity, the selected method opens up 
space to verify the conclusions on a broader sample 
of companies. The last part suggests that the success 
of the company that first came up with the new con-
cept may not be directly jeopardized by the entry 
of new direct competitors if this company is able 
to use the first-mover advantage and firmly establish 
itself in the market. However, on the basis of one 
sample, no conclusions can be drawn and this 
is a subject for further study. 
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